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Pointsec signs contract with Swedish Defense 
 
Swedish Defense Materiel Administration selects Pointsec for PC to protect information assets for 
5,000 users. 
 

Stockholm, SWEDEN – March 2, 2006 – Pointsec Mobile Technologies, the global leader and the 
provider of the de facto standard for enterprise security software for laptop and desktop PCs, PDAs 
and smartphones, today announced a contract with the Swedish Defense Materiel Administration 
(FMV). Pointsec will initially supply 5,000 user licenses for its Pointsec for PC endpoint security 
solution to the Swedish Armed Forces, with an option for an additional 5,000 licenses in the future. 
The order will be delivered and booked in the second quarter of 2006. 
 
FMV has managed the procurement for a data protection solution on behalf of the Swedish Armed 
Forces, which has recognized an increasing use of laptop PCs throughout its organization. The 
initiative for data protection has been called upon by the requirement for laptop users to work 
outside protected environments, while traveling and from home, paired with the concern for losing 
sensitive and classified information if a laptop is lost or stolen. Pointsec enables real-time strong 
encryption of all or selected parts of a hard disk drive, making data accessible to authenticated 
users only. 
 
The Swedish Armed Forces will use Pointsec’s data protection solution together with its current 
smartcard-based user identification system. Deployment will leverage the open architecture of 
Pointsec for PC, which greatly facilitates integration of the data protection features with third-party 
solutions for two-factor authentication. 
 
“Pointsec is proud to be selected by FMV to help the Swedish Defense meet the needs and 
challenges presented by their growing number of mobile users,” said Peter Larsson, CEO, Pointsec 
Mobile Technologies. “This contract testifies to Pointsec’s leading position as a supplier to the most 
demanding and security conscious organizations worldwide.”  
 
Pointsec’s defense client base includes the U.S. Department of Defense, armed forces in the U.S. 
and the Netherlands. In Sweden, FMV has deployed Pointsec’s encryption solution for the 
administration’s internal use. 
 
Pointsec has become the most widely deployed data protection solution because it offers more and 
higher industry certifications than any competitive solution, innovative centralized management and 
the widest coverage of mobile platforms available, including laptop and desktop PCs, PDAs, 
smartphones, and removable media.  
 

For further information please contact: 

Robert Egner, Vice President of Global Marketing, Pointsec  
tel: +1 708-479-3040/ +1 708-822-3045, e-Mail: robert.egner@pointsec.com  
 
 
About Pointsec 

Pointsec is the worldwide de facto standard for mobile device security – with the most customers deployed, highest level of 
certification and more complete device coverage than any other company. Pointsec delivers a trusted solution for automatic 
data encryption that guarantees proven protection at the most vulnerable point where sensitive enterprise data is stored – on 
mobile devices. By securing sensitive information stored on laptops, PDAs, smartphones, and removable media, enterprises 
and government organizations can protect and enhance their image, minimize risk, shield confidential data, guard informa-
tion assets, and strengthen public and shareholder confidence. Pointsec’s customers include blue chip companies and 
government organizations around the world. Founded in 1988, Pointsec Mobile Technologies AB is a wholly owned subsidi-
ary of Protect Data AB, publicly traded (PROT) on the Stockholm stock exchange. The company has two U.S. offices, nine 
EMEA offices, three APAC offices, two offices in India and one office in Dubai, Middle East. Pointsec can be found on the 
web at: www.pointsec.com. 
 


